Objectives. Despite the fact that it is widely acknowledged that immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) rely on the presence of immune response to take their antitumor effect, little is known whether there is an influence exerted on the efficacy of ICIs based on patients' age. We performed a systematic review and meta-analysis to explore the efficacy of ICIs between younger and older patients. Materials and Methods. We searched online database and major conference proceedings for randomized controlled trials (RCTs) published of ICIs and included RCTs that conducted subgroup comparisons of age with available combination of hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence interval (95%CI). Subsequently, we figured out the pooled HR and 95%CI in younger and older patients with a random-effects model and evaluated the within-study heterogeneity by using subgroup, sensitivity, and meta-regression analysis. Results and Conclusion. A total of 12 eligible RCTs included in our study, which reported OS according to patients' age. The overall estimated random-effects for HR was 0.75 with 95% CI of 0.65-0.87 in younger arm versus 0.81 with 95% CI of 0.72-0.92 in older arm. ICIs can improve OS for patients with advanced or metastatic lung cancer when compared to controls, especially for those patients with NSCLC, anti-PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors, non-squamous, Pembrolizumab or Atezolizumab used as well as subsequentline setting, and the magnitude of benefit in OS had comparable efficacy in both younger and older arms using a cut-off of 65 yr. Conversely, we also drew a statically significant conclusion that older patients failed to acquire benefit from ICIs when subdivided with a further cut-off of 75 yr.
Introduction
Lung cancer, one of the most common malignant tumors, is currently the predominant cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide, which is responsible for more than 1.80 million deaths annually [1] , and the 5-year survival rate has still remained poor at 16% [2] . Over half of patients with lung cancer have locally advanced or systemic metastasis leading to losing the opportunity for surgical resection. Thus, platinumbased doublet chemotherapy and radiotherapy are often regarded as the primary choice for patients [3] . However, even with these diversified therapies [4] , the majority of lung patients will not acquire a satisfied prognosis. Hence, in recent years, the research on the antitumor activity of the immune system has resulted in the study and application of immunotherapy as the leading focus in lung cancer [5] .
Age is a well-known risk factor for development and progression of cancer [6] and is also associated with a poorer prognosis [7, 8] . Likewise, it has been embroiled in debate that if older patients may benefit less from immune checkpoint 2 BioMed Research International inhibitors (ICIs), age-associated alterations to the immune system may lead to the reduction of immune function [9, 10] . In xenograft, mouse models have verified that age is connected with changes in immune system [11, 12] . When compared with younger ones, older mice further proved modificative cytokine kinetics [13] and reduced CD8 + T cell proliferation [14] , and this is also associated with the decrement in T cell function [15] and CD28 expression [16, 17] , which is a co-stimulatory signal for T cell activation [18] . But in clinical trials, Elias et al. [19] reviewed efficacy and safety of ICI in patients with non-small cell lung cancer, melanoma, and renal cancer and found that there were no obvious ageassociated difference in overall survival (OS) and side effects among those older and younger patients. Interestingly, in CheckMate 066, which regarded Nivolumab as a first-line treatment in melanoma, showed a more favorable and significant hazard ratio (HR) for disease progression or cancer death in patients older than 75 yr [20] . As for CheckMate 069, the objective response rate was about 64% in patients <65 yr compared to 53% in those aged 65 or older [21] .
While the data are conflicting, the clinical efficacy of immunotherapy has not been fully elucidated in previous clinical trials. We did a systematic review and meta-analysis to assess if there is age-dependent influence in patients with advanced or metastatic lung cancer treated on ICI.
Methods
. . Data Source. We searched PubMed, Embase, and Cochrane for the most update of phase II and III randomized controlled trials (ICIs) published from the inception of each database to Oct 1, 2018 . We only included the most complete and recent trial when duplicate publications were identified. Two investigators (L.Z. and L.S.) independently retrieved all the related studies in the databases and excluded duplicate publications. The combined text and medical subject heading (MeSH) terms were cross-searched using MeSH and free word as follows: (Immunotherapy [ . . Selection Criteria. Our meta-analysis is reported in line with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) Statement and had been registered at International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (number: CRD42018109933) [22] . RCTs meeting all of the following criteria were included: (1) Randomized controlled phase II or III studies in patients who were diagnosed with advanced or metastatic lung cancer; (2) ICIs includes PD-1, CTLA-4 or their combination; (3) In intervention group, ICIs were administered alone or in combination with other drugs, such as chemotherapy or other immunological drugs; (4) Participants are treated with control regimen without an ICIs; (4) Studies have data available for HR and 95% credible interval (CI) of OS based on a cut-off age.
Two independent investigators (L.Z. and L.S.) screened each reference by their titles and abstracts to elect potentially relevant articles meeting the predefined inclusion criteria, then looked through the full text of relevant articles from first selection. All disagreements about selection between investigators were discussed and resolved by all investigators.
. . Risk of Methodological Bias Assessment. Two independent investigators (L.Z. and L.S.) subjectively evaluated the quality of all studies according to the Cochrane evaluation handbook of RCTs (5.1.0), which includes random sequence generation, allocation concealment, blinding of participants, personnel and outcome assessment, incomplete outcome data, selective reporting and other bias, and then categorized it into three levels of "Yes" for a low risk of bias, "No" for a high risk of bias and "Unclear" for excepting the two situations mentioned above.
. . Data Extraction. Three investigators (X.P., C.M., and Y.Z.) independently performed data extraction and recording in a standard form. The following information was acquired from each included study: (1) Study characteristics: first author, publication time, study design, follow-up, phase and treatment arms; (2) Study population: number in each arm, median age, age range; (3) Study outcomes: HR and 95% CI for OS based on age subgroup. In case of trials that did not include survival subgroup analysis by age, we also reviewed each clinical trial's supplement.
. . Statistical Analysis. The individual data was extracted from each included trial on the basis of the steps mentioned in previous [23] . Three investigators (L.Z., L.S., and J.Y.) performed statistical analysis using STATA 15 and Review Manager (RevMan) 5.3. All data were expressed as the combination of HR and 95% CI, and P< . was considered to be statistically significant. Then STATA 15 was used to pool the data and produced the forest plots. We assessed the between-study heterogeneity by using the I 2 test, which estimates the percentage of total variability across all studies. If the test showed 퐼 2 > % or P< . , the data were calculated through a random-effects model. In addition, I 2 regarded an estimated value that applied three fixed knots at 25%, 50%, and 75% as an indicator of mild, moderate, and high heterogeneity [24] . Otherwise, a fixed-effects model was used to pool effect size. To deeply explore the heterogeneity and its potential influence, subgroup analysis was performed according to histotype, pathological type, type of ICI and line of treatment. Beyond that, meta-regression analysis was employed to examine which other characteristics might be the possible source of heterogeneity.
A funnel plot was used to estimate the potential publication bias when including studies reaching to ten or more. In addition to this, publication bias was also estimated by Egger's test and Begg's test, and P< . indicated statistical significance. Sensitivity analysis, which examined the robustness of included trials to different aspects from methodological bias, was performed by step-wise removal of single study.
Results
. . Identification . . Assessment of Methodological Bias. The random sequence was generated by using an interactive voice or web response system in only six trials (Barlesi 2018 . . Survival According to Age. Compared with patients in control groups, the pooled HR was 0.81 with 95% CI of 0.72 to 0.92 in older arm treated with ICIs ( Figure 2(a) ). For younger patients, ICIs also significantly improved OS slightly higher than that in older arm (HR, 0.75; 95% CI, 0.65-0.87; Figure 2 (b)), which showed that younger patients receive a comparable OS benefit from ICIs in comparison with older patients. Based on the included trials, there was substantially high heterogeneity among within-study in younger arm (I 2 =75.1%, P≤ . ), but mild heterogeneity in older arm (I 2 =48.8%, P= . ), suggesting that the pooled estimate was supposed to be calculated based on the random-effects model. What is more, after subdividing the older arm with 75 yr as a further cut-off, there exists no obvious statistically significance in the two subsets (≥65 and <75 yr: HR: 0.84, 95% CI: 0.60-1.17, P= . ; ≥75 yr: HR: 0.90, 95% CI: 0.64-1.25, P= . ), and just mild heterogeneity was observed in ≥75 yr subset (I 2 =10.7%, P= . ) (Supplementary Figure 3) .
. . Subgroup Analysis. We explored within-study heterogeneity in the subgroup analysis based on type of ICIs, class of ICIs, pathogenic type, cancer histotype, line of treatment, and blind method given in the intervention group. The specific subgroup analysis outcomes are shown in Tables 2(a) We found an advantage in favor of anti-PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors in both arms with statistically significance, while no such difference was detected in anti-CTLA-4 inhibitors. Besides, the efficacy of anti-PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors was slightly higher for younger patients (HR: 0.71, 95% CI: 0.60 to 0.84) than for older patients (HR: 0.76, 95% CI: 0.67 to 0.87). Additionally, the heterogeneity for age-related interaction in older arm, which was assessed between two subgroups, was still mild in anti-PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors (I 2 = 37.1%, P= . ), but nearly none anti-CTLA-4 inhibitors (I 2 = 0.7%, P= . ). For non-squamous subset, difference was only statistically significant in older arm, suggesting cancer histotype is considerable variability among patients aged 65 yr or older. And the analysis demonstrated that the risk for OS was not associated with histotype in younger arm (HR: 0.60; 95% CI, 0.32 to 1.11). And older patients showed a less heterogeneous cohort (I 2 = 0.0%, P= . ) when compared to younger patients (I 2 = 88.2%, P= . ). But for squamous subset, no statistical difference was demonstrated in terms of OS (HR: 0.87, 95% CI: 0.65 to 1.17) in older arm while receiving a better OS benefit in younger arm (HR: 0.63, 95% CI: 0.45 to 0.88).
Subgroup analysis also showed that there was no significant difference in OS when ICIs were used as first-line treatment both for younger patients (HR: 0.89, 95% CI: 0.71 to 1.12) and older patients (HR: 0.87, 95% CI: 0.71 to 1.07). Moreover, it revealed that younger patients who received Figure 2 : Forest plot of the meta-analysis estimating the hazard ratios and 95%CI of overall survival for older (a) and younger (b) patients assigned to intervention treatment, compared with those assigned to control treatment, by age. Squares represent study-specific HRs, and the size of square represents the weight of individual study included in the meta-analysis. Horizontal lines crossing the square indicate the 95% CIs. The dashed vertical lines indicate the age-specific pooled HR. Diamonds indicate the estimated overall effect according to meta-analysis random effect of pooled HRs from all included studies, calculated separately in younger and older patients, with their corresponding 95%CIs. The p value for heterogeneity is from the meta-analysis of the interaction HRs and represents heterogeneity by patients' age. . . Meta-Regression Analysis. We performed the univariate meta-regression analysis to assess the correlation of different variables in patients treated with ICIs on the basis of age factor, after that the outcome of meta-regression demonstrated a statistically significant relationship for masking method (P= . ) in younger arm and histotype (P= . ), masking method (P= . ) in older arm as a function of influencing heterogeneity, as shown in Supplementary Figures 10 and 11. . . Publication Bias. A funnel plot of the primary outcome from younger arm, older arm, or their combination all showed slight asymmetry, which may indicate a possibility of publication bias across studies due to the limited number of included articles (Figure 3; Supplementary Figure 12A and 12B).
Similarly, just alike the older arm, younger arm revealed no obvious statistically significance in the Egger's test (P= . ; Supplementary Figure 13A) , and Begg's test (P= . ; Supplementary Figure 12B) , which means that there also exists none of the influence from publication bias. Interestingly, both the Egger's test (P = . ; Supplementary Figure  13B ) and the Begg's test (P = . ; Supplementary Figure  12A) showed that there was nothing to do with publication bias in older arm. What is more, neither the Egger's test (P = . ; Supplementary Figure 13C ) nor the Begg's test (P = . ; Supplementary Figure 12C) showed a statistically significance association between the study effects and the study size when both arms are taken into consideration together.
. . Sensitivity Analysis. To estimate the influence of single study on overall results of meta-analysis, we conducted sensitivity analysis as presented (Supplementary Figure 15A,  15B and 15C) ; the analysis showed that the pooled results were not significantly changed after deleting each trial, which confirmed the rationality and reliability of our meta-analysis.
Discussion
Based on the previous research, we confirmed that age factor takes effect in the immune system and interplay with ICIs. Hence, we conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis of advanced or metastatic lung cancer immunological studies to compare the clinical efficacy of ICIs between younger and older patients.
As far as we know, this is the first systematic review and meta-analysis to assess the efficacy of ICIs in patients with advanced or metastatic lung cancer due to patient's age. In a previous meta-analysis accomplished by Tomohiro and colleagues [37] , they included only nine RCTs covering several cancer types and did not show a specific interaction between the ICIs and patient's age with advanced or metastatic lung cancer, because the analysis only included two out of nine trials for advanced or metastatic lung cancer so that it was not sufficient enough to do a subgroup analysis in terms of advanced or metastatic lung cancer. However, unlike the former research, our systematic review and meta-analysis, which included 12 RCTs consisting of 8176 participants, showed that ICIs, with or without other immunological or platinumbased chemotherapy drugs, can improve OS for patients in both age arms with advanced or metastatic lung cancer. Moreover, patients younger than 65 yr provided a comparable benefit from those ICIs versus control treatments than do the patients older than 65 yr. Based on existing knowledge in this area, hyperprogressive diseases have been reported to be associated with age older than 65 yr [38] , which mainly occurs in a fraction of patients developing accelerated disease progression under ICIs and always leads to a dramatically reduction in OS [39] . Simultaneously, the accelerative progressive observed in cancer patients is evidently on account of tumor cell genetic alterations and oncogenic signaling activation, which could trigger inflammation, angiogenesis, or metabolism modification, and ultimately led to immune resistance or escape [40] .
There was moderate to high heterogeneity across all included trials. The heterogeneity mainly resulted from the pathogenic type, cancer histotype, line of treatment, blind method and type of ICIs given in the intervention group. Therefore, we also did subgroup analysis, sensitivity analysis, and meta-regression analysis to figure out the possible source of heterogeneity. Firstly, our results demonstrated an increased efficacy of ICIs in younger patients versus older patients in NSCLC, but still without reliable outcomes in SCLC, for which ICIs plus platinum-based chemotherapy seems not to be clinical effective in younger arm on account of the specific pathogenic type. On the other hand, only about 15% to 20% of the advanced or metastatic lung cancer cases belong to SCLC, whereas NSCLC cancer approximately accounts for 80% to 85%. Hence, the research on SCLC is often restricted by the amount of cases and lack of stabilization, so the obtained results are correspondingly lack of conviction. Secondly, to lucubrate the benefit with regard to the class of ICIs administrated, we applied twelve out of thirteen RCTs done only in anti-PD-1/PD-L1 or anti-CTLA-4 inhibitors for a subgroup analysis. The subgroup analysis compared ten trials done in anti-PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors with two trials done in anti-CTLA-4 inhibitors, and only the former showed a significant improvement in OS. It revealed that PD-1/PD-L1 is a correlated target point in both age arms. However, the pooled outcome in CTLA-4 inhibitor has no statistical significant difference, which is likely to be connected with the vastly different size observed between patients with anti-PD-1/PD-L1 and anti-CTLA-4 inhibitors. Thirdly, in accordance with the setting line of immunotherapy, first-line or subsequent-line, subgroup analyses were performed to reveal the sources of heterogeneity and their specific influences in older patients, but not in younger patients. For older patients, subgroup analysis confirmed that ICIs applied in subsequent-line settings could increase the OS with mild heterogeneity. And it is difficult to explain the heterogeneity in younger arms, whether in first-line or subsequent-line. Therefore, there is insufficient evidence that could prove that the line of treatment plays an important role in age-related immunotherapy. Moreover, the negative results may be on account of the imbalanced enrollment in first-line and subsequent-line patients. Fourthly, although subgroup analysis failed to reveal that there exists statically obvious difference from masking method both in younger and older arm, meta-regression analysis was conducted to exploit links between heterogeneous data from sources in two arms. It suggested that our results regarding OS should be interpreted with very caution in view of masking method. What is more, after taking histotype subgroup into consideration in older arm, it has been observed that patients with squamous-cell cancer did not significantly alter survival benefit of ICIs, which was opposite to the result in the non-squamous subset. Additionally, our results were strengthened by the metaregression analysis that there existed a potential heterogeneity for OS, so it might have a certain influence on the reliability of histotype analysis. But pooled data were insufficient to draw definite conclusions, because only three in non-squamous and two in squamous studies performed the OS analysis in terms of histotype. Last but not least, after subdividing the older arm with 75 yr as a further cut-off age, surprisingly, we were incapable of observing the same conclusions whether in ≥65 and <75 yr or ≥75 yr subgroup, which is completely opposed to the pooled data in older arm. We thought that this opposite result was on account of the highest mortality rate due to decreased physiologic reserve and increased risks of iatrogenic toxicities or death. Beyond that, in view of immune system, it might be mainly because of immunosenescence [41] including thymic atrophy [42] , decreases in native T cells, and increases in memory T cells with residual functionality [43] , as well as decreases in antigen recognition [44] . However, interesting data from Curtis and colleagues suggest that patients over the age of 60 responded more efficiently to anti-PD-1 inhibitor, and likelihood of response to anti-PD-1 increased with age. This research came to conclude the diametrically opposition to ours; that might be because of several reasons as follows. On one hand, they generate and test the opposed conclusion in mice, instead of conducting clinical trials with the same parameters from which to draw relative comparisons. On the other hand, the type of cancer is different from our study population, and their observation that Treg numbers in aged spleens are much higher than those of young, whereas intratumoral Tregs numbers are lower, could be attributed to differences in Tregs populations, or their different ability to attack the tumor. Thus, distinguishing between the several different types of Tregs, and their distribution across a spectrum of aging and cancer, is badly in need.
Our study has several potential limitations as follows. Firstly, our meta-analysis is based on published clinical trials rather than on individual patients' data, which could provide more accurate age-related outcomes on the efficacy of ICIs. Secondly, the impact of patients' age should be taken into consideration in the assessment of both side effects and clinical benefit. Thirdly, our pooled results have shown that there is quite substantial heterogeneity among the included studies, and it is possible to have a close connection with the different types of ICIs, cancer histotype, pathogenic type, and other relevant factors included in our study. Therefore, we had minimized its influence as much as possible by using random-effect model, as well as conducting prespecified subgroup and sensitivity analysis. For another, the pooled population was approximately several times the size for NSCLC patients than for SCLC patients and PD-1 inhibitor than for CTLA-4 inhibitor so that uncertain outcomes were generated by the size of the difference, which made it impossible to obtain specific conclusions. Hence, researches who are conducting immune-related studies should guarantee more clinical trials for SLCL, so that they avoid mistakenly drawing a general conclusion mainly from patients with NSCLC. Next, we observed different results between older arm itself and its subsets; hence we should not ignore the further cutoff in older arm, which could have a reversed affect in the immune response to ICIs. Furthermore, we performed the data analysis by using HR and 95% CI in combination from younger and older arm, respectively, rather than the figure for a direct and quantitative comparison between two arms. Finally, the patients in this study were selective with good performance status who were taken into the clinical trials at different academic centers. Because of this, it is possible for the observed results that may not be entirely objective to patients rolled in clinical trials.
Conclusion
Broadly speaking, this systematic review and meta-analysis came to the main conclusion being summarized as follows: ICIs have the ability to significantly prolong OS whether in younger or older arm, but the magnitude of this clinical benefit is age-dependent to a certain extent. Generally speaking, our analysis revealed that older patients received almost similar benefits with younger patients when treated with ICIs, but there is still a comparable OS benefit for ICIs in younger arm (<65 yr) than older arm (≥65 yr). Conversely, we also drew a statically significant conclusion that older patients failed to acquire benefit from ICIs when subdivided with a further cutoff of 75 yr. Specifically speaking, younger patients received a better OS benefit in advanced or metastatic lung cancer patients with anti-PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors, Pembrolizumab or Atezolizuma used, NSCLC, squamous and subsequent-line setting, while older patients had an advantage over other conventional therapies in patients with advanced or metastatic lung cancer, especially for those patients with anti-PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors, NSCLC, non-squamous, Pembrolizumab, Atezolizumab or Ipilimumab used and subsequent-line setting. Therefore, more future researches are supposed to focus on improving the efficacy of ICIs in older patients with further cut-off in terms of different physiological age. In addition to this, older patients should be positively encouraged to take part in more clinical trials of these immunological agents in the future. Moreover, the role of different immunotherapeutic target, histotype or pathology of lung cancer, treatment line in younger and older patients with advanced or metastatic lung cancer treated with ICIs is still unclear and also warrants further exploration.
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